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Abstract
This document describes the components resulting from task 2.4 of the Metadata Generation work
package. The components allow the semantic enrichment of existing data resources. Two components
have been created: one for the annotation of semi-structured data in form of spreadsheet-annotations
and one for the manual and semi-automatic annotation of MS Word®-documents. The latter actually
encapsulates existing Information Extraction technology.
The components interoperate with the OntoStudio® ontology engineering workbench. OntoStudio®
provides the model-data used for annotations (on a schema-level). The Spreadsheet-Plugin stores
annotation metadata in the ontology, while the text-based annotations are stored within the Word®documents. The advantages and disadvantages as well as the use-cases are briefly discussed.
Both tools work in a very different way, serving different kinds of use-cases. Two simple scenarios
illustrate in a step-by-step manner how the tools are actually applied. Limitations and future extensions
are discussed as well.
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Executive Summary
A large part of information available in the Web but also in the intranets of companies
is unstructured or semi-structured, making it hard for end-users to find relevant
information. One of the main objectives of the SEKT-project is to overcome the
limitations of common search-engines but also to provide a whole infrastructure for
knowledge-based applications. There are different technologies available to enrich or
use existing information sources based on manual and automatic processes. The
application of those technologies is more or less complex for users with a basic
knowledge of semantic technologies.
This document describes end-user tools which make use of technologies for
annotation, information extraction and ontology management. Those tools support the
authoring of Documents, the semi-automatic Annotation and (Semi-)Structured Data
Annotation based on the MS Office®-platform. The spreadsheet annotation tool is
realized in form of an integrated OntoStudio®-plugin whereas the text-based
annotation tool works as MS Word®-plugin (exchanging data with OntoStudio®).
Both tools interoperate with the OntoStudio® ontology engineering environment. In
both cases OntoStudio® provides data on the schema level, e.g. to allow users to
select the concepts used for manual annotations. The spreadsheet-plugin also stores
the annotation metadata in OntoStudio®, while OntoOffice® IE stores instance data
as a result of the annotation process. On a technical level the spreadsheet-plugin is
directly coupled with OntoStudio® via the datamodel API (to create and manage
ontology data). OntoOffice® IE is connected to OntoStudio via socket connection.
Two simple scenarios illustrate how existing MS Office®-documents can be enriched
or exploited as a resource by the use of semantic technologies. Spreadsheets are a
common tool to structure resources with high flexibility according to implicit
semantics, partially reflected by table-layouts. The first scenario discussed in this
document shows, how spreadsheet-tables can be annotated in order to interpret them
as a resource for instance data. This enables the enrichment of such tables e.g. in form
of “personal knowledge bases” such as a list of favourite journal references. The
second scenario shows how text-data can be used to feed a knowledge model although
users (providing text) are not forced into detailed structured forms. It illustrates how
MS Word can be used for the training of Information Extraction tools and automatic
annotation.
Finally both components have limitations. In the current version OntoOffice® IE a
single document is associated with a single instance (of a defined concept). This is
sufficient for the scenario described in this document but drastically limits the usecases. Future versions of the plugin will allow the annotation with multiple instances.
Limitations with regard to the spreadsheet-plugin concern the support for complex
table layouts. However, the room for extensions in this case is limited since the whole
complexity of annotation- and IE-technology can not simply be encapsulated by end5
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user tools. In the case of the spreadsheet a graphical user interface would have to be
based on a complex workflow and a visualization that is hard to follow due to the fact
that the complex annotation model has to be reflected (e.g. visualizing the paths,
through which table cells are interpreted as described by ).
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1

Introduction

A large part of information available in the Web but also in the intranets of companies
is unstructured or semi-structured, making it hard for end-users to find relevant
information. One of the main objectives of the SEKT-project is to overcome the
limitations of common search-engines but also to provide a whole infrastructure for
knowledge-based applications.
However, even though semantic technologies offer the capabilities for efficient
information retrieval and knowledge-based applications, unstructured and poorly
structured resources will always play an important role. The semantic enrichment of
resources through annotations provides a solution to this problem. Annotations
provide the metadata necessary to link existing sources with rich and expressive
knowledge models, supporting precise domain-specific searches. Those annotations
can be performed (i) manually, (ii) automatically or (iii) semi-automatically; (ii) and
(iii) are objectives of Information Extraction (IE).
IE can provide support for document annotation by the unsupervised extraction of
information or in form of a semi-automatic process, e.g. via information highlighting
or generation of proposals for annotations. There is another important aspect in
addition to the reuse of existing information sources: The generation of machinereadable content with reasonable effort. Machine-readable content, i.e. content that
can be interpreted by a machine is one of the basic aspects of Semantic Technologies.
Human users would have to be familiar with a representation form with well-defined
semantics in order to create this machine readable-content, such as a common
ontology language. This requires the right know-how or a significant amount of
training. Users of semantic technologies can not in general be expected to be logic
experts. If they are to provide the contents which form the base for knowledge-based
applications, efficient means of knowledge-acquisition are crucial. Those should be as
close to the usual output of typical business processes as possible, avoiding complex
interfaces, etc. IE does in addition focus on the efficiency when large amounts of data
need to be handled. By the use of machine-learning algorithms, large sets of
documents can be annotated in an efficient way.
A common strategy for IE is the so called “mixed-intiative learning” (see [Li2004]). It
is based on an iterative process involving manual annotations and a learning
algorithm. The latter is trained with a set of annotated text-documents. In the
following phase, the algorithm is applied to a new set of documents. Manual
corrections of the annotation-results lead to further improvement. Those steps are then
repeated until quality of the automatic annotations meets the user’s requirements. The
goal of the end-user component for IE described in this document is to provide an
end-user tool that encapsulates the functionality of IE-tools. The layman should
actually only be given some basic information about the algorithms he can use on his
documents without assuming in-depth knowledge of IE methods.
8
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With respect to annotations of semi-structured data-sources the goal was to provide a
graphical user interface that allows users to create metadata for the dynamic access to
the sources without knowing about the details of the formal representation and
interpretation of those annotations.
Within SEKT and task 2.4 this includes two basic categories of information resource:
unstructured resources in form of text documents and semi-structured resources in
form of spreadsheet tables. For the latter, capabilities to make the implicit structure
and its intended semantics explicit have to be provided. This is not a trivial task, since
spreadsheet applications provide limited explicit structuring, compared for example to
databases. For text-based resources, natural language processing capabilities are
required to handle them efficiently.
This document describes different types of tools (in the form of two basic
components) which can be characterized according to the following functionalities:
§ Authoring of Documents supporting the generation of meta data during the
creation of business documents as part of typical business tasks;
§ Semi-automatic Annotation by connecting available technology for manual
annotation with IE to reduce the effort for manual annotation;
§ (Semi-)Structured Data Annotation to markup dynamically created content,
here in the form of spreadsheets.
OntoOffice® IE satisfies to the first and the second category. It allows to generate
meta data from within the application. The spreadsheet-plugin belongs to the last
category. Both components are described in the next sections, while the focus is on
the usage of the tools.

9
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2

Annotation Components

The objective of task 2.4 is to provide end-user tools which
§ provide simple graphical user interfaces to sophisticated technology for
annotation and information extraction,
§ have a flat learning-curve,
§ support existing tools in typical office environments,
§ can be adapted to incorporate the latest developments of annotation tools.
Therefore the development of annotation components as part of task 2.4 does not
include the “backend technology” but the client- or end-user tools.
There are two separate components for the annotation of resources, both working
together with the OntoStudio® ontology engineering tool.
The Spreadsheet-Plugin for spreadsheet-annotations
This plugin covers semi-structured resources in form of spreadsheets, based on a
semantic interpretation of table structures. It is implemented as a pure Eclipse1/OntoStudio®-Plugin and can therefore only be used as part of the ontology
engineering platform. Consequently the targeted end-users are knowledge engineers
and domain experts with a basic know-how of semantic technologies but no in-depth
knowledge of semantic representation languages. The annotations created by this
component are represented internally as rules. Based on those rules annotated tables
can be used a source of instance data.
The OntoOffice® IE-Plugin:
The OntoOffice® is based on the MS Office® platform. MS Office® was chosen
since it is the most widespread office-environment and provides a rich API.2
OntoOffice® IE allows to manually annotate documents, store annotations as training
data and test the automatic annotation. The annotations are stored within the
document. The OntoOffice® IE operates with the OntoStudio® ontology engineering
platform as ontology provider. It can also used with the OntoBroker® ontology-server
instead. A typical usage scenario would be for example to open the PROTONontology from within OntoStudio®, start OntoOffice® IE, open a PROTON-related
document and create for example annotations related to (instances of) persons.

1

See www.eclipse.org

2

In principle it would be possible to support for example the OpenOffice-environment, since it also
provides an API with the required functionality. However, it was decided to first of all support the most
popular tool and gain experiences with the approach.
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However, at the end of this document it will be clear that this scenarion will be
sufficiently supported only with the coming version of OntoOffice® IE since the
current prototype has some basic limitations.
The goal of OntoOffice® is to provide an end-user tool that is embedded within their
word processing-application in order to integrate the generation of metadata into
everyday business activities. Another design-goal was to keep OntoOffice® IE simple
and as (IE-)implementation –independent as possible. It currently uses the Amilcare
tool as “IE-backend” (see [Cira03]). This IE system is based on an algorithm that falls
into the class of Wrapper Induction Systems. It can be run in different modes (such as
training, test and production). OntoOffice® IE calls the system in the appropriate
mode depending on the action triggered by the user.
In future OntoOffice® IE will also have a binding to the OBIE-system, which is
based on SVM-algorithms. Both systems are based on the GATE-platform. Users will
be enabled to choose the “backend” that seems to fit their needs in the best way. The
integration of IE-functionality within their word-processing tool will encourage them
to gain experiences with the technology.
While both tools support the use of existing resources, they work in a very different
way:
§ The Spreadsheet-Plugin stores the annotation meta-data in the ontology, while
OntoOffice® IE stores it within the document. Storing the meta-data within the
document has the following advantages: It makes it easier to deal with certain
changes (e.g. if a section is deleted). It allows to work within the “natural
environment” of the document where it appears in the way users would expect it
(keeping the original layout, displaying non-textual elements, etc.). For worddocuments, the latter aspect was considered to be quiet important. However, for
Spreadsheets graphical components are available which have a very similar
“look and feel” like spreadsheet-applications. Storing the metadata outside the
spreadsheet makes it possible to annotate write-protected files. Since the
spreadsheet-plugin accesses spreadsheets dynamically (see next point). This is a
significant advantage, since users can provide their own spreadsheet as an
information resource to others. An additional advantage is that several
spreadsheet formats can be supported in future, without changing the user
interfaces and the basic API.
§ The Spreadsheet-Plugin accesses spreadsheets dynamically. Whenever instance
data is requested, the annotation rules are evaluated and instance data is
generated out of the actual spreadsheet table. Creating instance data with
OntoOffice® IE is based on a batch-process.

11
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2.1

Spreadsheet Annotations with the Spreadsheet-Plugin

In many cases MS Excel is used for database-like applications, for example for
balances, parts lists, etc. For some types of spreadsheets an added value could be
created by “semantic adaptors” (or connectors) that provide access to the spreadsheet
data as a source of instance data of a given model, similar to the existing databaseintegration (schema-import of OntoStudio). MS Excel is seen as an important factory
for many retrieval problems, since the amount of data stored in Excel-spreadsheets in
typical organizations or companies is tremendous.
However, the access to spreadsheets based on a model is not as straightforward as in
the case of XML-schemas or relational databases due to the fact that spreadsheets do
not rely on a well-defined, distinct schema. This has important implications on the
creation of adaptors. A simple example of a “troublesome” structure would be joined
table-cells for example. Another example are related tables without “physical”
connection, like a table containing measured or calculated data (raw data) and another
table on the same spreadsheet containing meta-information (such as conditions under
which the data was created). The relation of the tables is obvious to a human
interpreter with appropriate background-knowledge, but it is not explicitly stored (not
to talk about a definite, machine-readable relation). The same holds for links between
tables, which are not based on a defined key-mechanism (as in relational databases).
Therefore the creation of spreadsheet-adapters will focus on simple table structures,
suitable for mappings onto ontologies. It will always involve manual interaction,
supported by semi-automated processes. Similar to the annotation-process for textdocuments, users will explicitly define the relation of the given spreadsheet-structure
and the ontology.
2.1.1 Related Work
The problem of a (semantic) interpretation of tables with arbitrary structures has been
discussed by various authors, e.g. [Zani2004]. The tool described here is much related
to the work described in [Pivk2005]. The authors have developed the TARTAR
system, which has its focus on web-resources and an automatic transformation
process. The approach is based on the F-Logic language as target representation (see
[Kife1997]). The authors deal with complex table structures, trying to fully exploit the
expressivity of the target language. This includes for example the use of function
symbols for certain structures.
The differences to the approach underlying the Spreadsheet-Plugin are:
§ The focus of the annotation plugin is not on automatic annotation.
Even though the goal is to include automatic annotation capabilities in future
versions, this will be limited to the generation of suggestions for annotations.
[Pivk2005] describes a transformation process, while the Spreadsheet-Plugin is
based on a live-access to the annotated table. In the latter case, corrections to
12
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automatic interpretation of the table structure (once they are supported) will
have to be made at “design time”, while the actual data is access during
“runtime”. There is no way to correct the resulting instance data directly. The
assumption is that an annotation schema is valid once it has been saved, since
the annotation plugin does not directly produce instance data but rules3.
§ TARTAR supports rather complex table structures while the Spreadsheet-Plugin
has its focus on “growing tables”.
The authors of the TARTAR system have shown how complex table structures
can be transformed into F-Logic in a step-wise process. Those complex
structures are currently not supported by the annotation plugin and only a subset
will be supported in future. The assumption of the annotation plugin is, that a
table can grow (with respect to the actual data, excluding metadata like headers)
without making it necessary to adapt the annotation schema.
§ The annotation plugin does currently not exploit the capabilities of the
underyling representation language
The use of function symbols as described in [Pivk2005] allow a redundant-free
interpretation of nested column headers for example.
2.1.2 Semantics of a spreadsheet table annotation
A detailed discussion of the semantics of tables is given in [Pivk2005]. The authors
describe different aspects of the analysis of tables, such as graphical, physical,
structural, functional and semantic aspects. Structural aspects concern the
organization of cells (how to navigate within the table). Functional aspects relate to
the function of table-areas (differentiation between cells containing “actual data”
readers are interested in and cells containing path information to retrieve that data).
Semantic aspects relate to the interpretation of the table in terms of a model which
allows making statements about what is true with respect to that model. It captures
different aspects, such as what the meaning of cell contents is and how the table
structure is to be interpreted.
In [Pivk2005] a general classification of table-layouts is given. The authors identified
three different categories: one-dimensional, two-dimensional and complex tables.
Currently the Spreadsheet-Plugin covers only one-dimensional layouts. This excludes
for example nested headers. A support of more complex layouts is targeted in future
versions, based on an extension of the annotation of header-cells. However, it has not
yet been decided which model should be used for this task. The use of function
symbols efficiently exploits the expressivity of the target representation, but it limits
the interoperability of the annotation schema to tools supporting this modelling
primitive.

3

A transformation could be realized via materialization of the rules.
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Figure 1 illustrates how a one-dimensional maps onto an ontology in the SpreadsheetPlugin. Ranges of spreadsheets (tables) map onto a single concept, meaning that the
range is a resource of instance data related to the concept. A single row (or column,
depending on the orientation) in the table contains the data for a single instance of the
concept. Note that the table might not cover all the instance data. The ontology can in
principle contain additional instance data.

Inst 1

Inst 2

Inst 3

att1 – val1
att2 – val2
att3 – val3

att1 – val1’
att2 – val2’
att3 – val3’

att1 – val1’’
att2 – val2’’
att3 – val3’’

Fig. 1:

val1’ val2’

val3’

Simple illustration of the semantics of a spreadsheet annotation

The following section contains an example which describes the usage of the
Spreadsheet-Plugin but also explains how an annotated table is interpreted.
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2.1.3 Scenario

Fig. 2:

Sample spreadsheet for references in journals

The following description of the spreadsheet-annotation is based on a simple usagescenario which we introduce in this section. We assume that a special collection of
references to journal articles has been created in form of a spreadsheet (illustrated in
fig. 2). Those references might be collected by an expert of a particular domain.
The list is the result of a process involving a lot of personal expertise. In order to
avoid redundant literature searches and to benefit from the expertise of the owner of
the list (e.g. with respect to the filtering process and the quality of the references)
other colleagues would like to share this resource as part of a “company
knowledgebase”. In particular, they want to:
§ get access to the references collected by different colleagues based on the latest
state of the list;
§ be sure about how to interprete this data (e.g. which kind of reference is given);
§ allow for machine-based interpretations of this data source (e.g. support for
queries for particular references);
§ be able to query for references associated with a particular author.
With the help of semantic technologies, a common, machine-readable interpretation
of the data could be established. To access the spreadsheets in terms of a resource for
semantically interpreted data the following steps are necessary:
§ an ontology containing a suitable model for references to which those interested
in the references can commit themselves to;

15
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§ a possibility to create, store and maintain metadata which defines the
interpreation of the spreadsheet in terms of the ontology;
§ means of access to the spreadsheet which always provide the actual data and
includes additional data sets if the spreadsheet-table “grows”.
All those requirements can be met with the spreadsheet annotation tool. It allows
selecting a spreadsheet and annotating it based on an ontology previously loaded. The
annotation itself is range-based. The selected range must contain all relevant columns,
which need to have (possibly implicit) headers. It can include rows which do not
contain any data.
However, there are certain constraints/limitations for the annotation:
§ As explained in the previous section, the Spreadsheet-Plugin can currently
handle only the simplest form of table-structure, which excludes merged cells
and two-dimensional tables (as defined in REF) for example.
§ Once a range has been fixed, the data to be interpreted as instance data has to be
within that range; i.e. if a table “grows” beyond this range, the new data will not
be included;
§ There is no notification process for changes of the table-structure in terms of
new columns which have been added.
§ As explained in the previous section, one spreadsheet table can only be
interpreted in terms of a single concept. However, this limitation can be
overcome with the help of the results in workpackage 4, namely the mapping
tool. The same holds for the limitation that the annotation model does currently
not support relations. If we consider for example to separate tables in a
spreadsheet that have an implicit relation through one table column. The first
table could contain a column “affiliation”, containing only a short name. The
second table could list more data for each affiliation (name, location, …). This
implicit relation can be made explicit by the use of mediation technology (such
as with OntoMap®).
The table shown in figure 2 contains data for journal references. For the sake of
simplicity it does not contain all the data that is usually used for this kind of list (such
as the numbers of the pages for example).
In the next sections we describe each of the steps necessary to annotate the table as
well as a possibility to test the result of the process.

16
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2.1.4 Preparing the Annotation Process
The annotation process uses two views in the ontology editor: the navigator,
representing the “ontology side” and the spreadsheet view, representing the “table
side”. The ontology navigator is opened by default. The spreadsheet view can be
opened via the top-level menu. Figure 3 shows how to open a view. The spreadsheet
view can then be selected from a separate window as shown in figure 4.

Fig. 3:

Opening a view in OntoStudio®
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Fig. 4:

Selecting the Spreadsheet View

The newly opened spreadsheet view contains an empty panel as well as a small menu
with two buttons. We click on the right button (see figure 5) and select the
spreadsheet file we want to annotate with the help of the file-chooser that appears.
Then we open the concept tree in the navigator view. Figure 6 shows the fully
configured workspace. We can now start with the actual annotation.

(annotation button)

Fig. 5:

Empty Spreadsheet View

18
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Fig. 6:

Fully prepared workspace

2.1.5 Annotating an open spreadsheet
We select the concept that we want to associate with the spreadsheet-table. In our case
this is the concept “JournalReference” (see figure 6). Afterwards we select the range
we want to annotate with this concept. The selection of ranges works similar as in MS
Excel® spreadsheets (selecting and dragging). Once the desired range has been
marked we use the right mouse-button to get the annotation context menu (see figure
7).

Fig. 7:

Annotation context menu

If the context menu shows as first entry “no concept selected”, we would have to
make sure that a concept is selected in the navigation tree. Otherwise, the selected
concept appears in the context menu as show in figure 7. We now select the
“Annotate…”-entry and open the annotation-window displayed in figure 8.
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Fig. 8:

Attribute annotation in the annotation window

The annotation window contains a table where the attributes of the selected concept
can be mapped onto table-columns. To associate a spreadsheet-column with an
attribute we first have to select the attribute in the most left column. Afterwards we
can use the drop-down field in the “Attribute”-column to select the particular
attribute. The drop-down is not available if the Column has not been selected
properly.
If a spreadsheet-column contains values that are interpreted as multiple entries we
have to specify a regular expression for separators. At this stage we ignore this
possibility and map all columns onto attributes.
Since the range we selected includes the column-headers, we have to select the checkbox above the table. If there are no column-headers, the left column in the annotation
window would display just the number of the column. Note that the annotation plugin
does currently not support multiple headers4.
Figure 9 shows the result when all columns have been mapped onto an attribute.

4

If we had for example one row of headers for the labels (e.g. “time”, “temperature”, …) and another
one with physical units (e.g. “sec”, “K”, …) we would have to include just the lower row in the range
we annotate.
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Fig. 9:

Annotation of all columns

Once we select the “Finish”-Button, the annotation metadata will be generated in the
background. This concerns basically the annotation rules that allow a “life” access
and interpretation of the spreadsheet-table. If an OntoStudio-version is used that
includes the rule-plugin, the generated annotation rules could be displayed. Those
rules should not be changed manually to avoid inconsistencies in the annotation
schema. Internally those rules are handled in the same way as other rules. The
annotation-model used to generate and maintain the rules builds on the existing
infrastructure at a higher level of abstraction. The annotation-model itself is reflected
by the plugin user-interface.
2.1.6 Testing the Annotations
As previously described the annotation is based on a “live” interpretation of the
spreadsheet table. The annotation meta-data indicates how to interpret the table (result
of a design-time process) while the generation of instance data out of the actual table
data is performed any time the instance data is requested (runtime process).
To test the annotations we have created we need to define a query against the
ontology. OntoStudio supports the form-based creation of queries. Such a form-based
query is always defined for concepts. A particular concept is the entry point for a
query. With the help of the forms, conditions for attributes and relations can be
defined. In our case, we need a simple query based on the “JournalReference”concept we have annotated before.
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From the project-tree in the Navigator-View we select the “New Query” entry as
illustrated in figure 10. OntoStudio® generates an empty query, which we rename to
“JournalReferences”.

Fig. 10:

Defining a new query

In the next step we select the new query in the Navigator-View and specify the
concept whose instances we want to retrieve simply by double-clicking
“JournalReference” in the list (see figure 11). We then define additional properties of
the query using the Properties-View of the query. For each attribute of
“JournalReference” we can specify if the attribute should be queried (and displayed)
and if there is a restriction for the attribute. We use the check-box to include an
attribute and ignore the possibility of defining restrictions. If no attribute has been
selected, only the identifier of the concept will be retrieved and displayed5.
Finally we start the execution of the query as shown in figure 13. The result will be
displayed in the Result-View (see figure 14) in the lower right of the workbenchwindow.

5

Note that the selection of an attribute using the check-boxes not only determines what to display but
also which instances to retrieve. If an existing instance of “JournalReference” has no value for
“Authors” and we include “Authors” in the query, then this instance will not be part of the result due to
the semantics of the query. This is a difference to relational database systems where one would get
“NULL”-values. Future versions of OntoStudio will offer an option to use a similar mechanism.
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Fig. 11:

Selecting “JournalReferences” for the query

Fig. 12:

Setting the query parameters
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Fig. 13:

Fig. 14:

Executing a query

Query result (authors interpreted as single string)

In the result-list we can see that each entry in the “Authors”-column is interpreted as a
single value for the “authors”-property of the “JournalReference”-concept. This does
not fit with the semantics of the “authors”-property. Each author-name should be
handled as a separate value. A query for authors should return a list of authors rather
than a list of strings that is itself a list of authors (and has to be interpreted “outside”
of the ontology).
The Spreadsheet-Plugin supports the usage of regular expressions for strings that have
to be interpreted as a list of values. A regular expression defines what should be
interpreted as a separator. In our case there is only a single comma that appears as
separator. To use a comma as separator, we follow the procedure described in section
2.1.5 and insert a comma as regular expression for a separator of values (see figure
15). Afterwards we select the previously created query and execute it again. The
result shows that the “authors”-string is now interpreted as a list of values (see figure
16).
The next section describes how we can slightly modify the setting. The workspace
with the ontology should be left open for this modification.
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Fig. 15:

Adding a separator expression to the “Authors”-annotation

Fig. 16:

Query result (authors interpreted as a list of values)

2.1.7 Modifications
In order to further investigate the possibilities of regular expressions and test the liveaccess. We open the spreadsheet and modify one ore more entries by changing the
value in the “authors”-column. For the first entry, the value is replaced by the value
“K. Lerman, S. Minton and C. Knoblock”. This makes it necessary to use a slightly
more complex (but still simple) regular expression. Before we change the regular
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expression, we save the Excel®-file and execute the “JournalReferences”-query
again. In the result list we see an entry “S. Minton and C. Knoblock”. That means the
cached data has been replaced by the actual spreadsheet data. In the next step we
change the regular expression to “(,| and )”6. The result list after executing the query
again should now contain the same results as in figure 16.
2.2

Text-based Annotations with OntoOffice® IE

3

Ontology-Repository
(OntoStudio-Data Model)

instance data

model- (schema-) information

1

IE Backend
(Amilcare/Gate)

*.doc

tagged text

text-based annotation
Transformation

2a
plain text

2b
tagged text
Fig. 17:

Data flow for text-based annotations with OntoOffice® IE

The OntoOffice® IE plugin works in principle as a stand-alone tool for manual
annotations, automatic annotations, the generation of training data for automatic
annotations and instance data generation. The plugin itself does not implement the
technology needed for the Information Extraction (automatic annotations, training),
but it relies on the GATE-based Information Extraction -tool Amilcare (see [Cira03]).
The latter is an implementation of mixed-initiative learning (see also [Li2004]).
Figure 17 illustrates the data flow for OntoOffice® IE:
§ (1) Manual annotations are transferred as training data for learning algorithms;
§ (2a) Existing documents are transferred for automatic annotations in form of
plain text;
§ (2b) Automatically annotated data is transferred back to OntoOffice® (within
the MS Word® environment);

6

Note the two spaces around the word “and”; they are necessary to avoid matches in names containing
“and”.
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§ (3) Annotations are stored in the ontology engineering environment.
The basic idea of Information Extraction (IE) is to overcome the limitations of manual
semantic enrichments of unstructured or insufficiently structured resources:
§ relatively high effort for the annotation process;
§ limited flexibility (adaption to frequent changes are expensive);
§ need for solid understanding of the annotation process (including the resources
and the underlying model);
The IE system operating in the background of OntoOffice® IE is an adaptive IE
system. It uses machine learning to adapt to new applications/domains, based learning
algorithm inducing rules which extract information. Rules are learnt by generalising
over a set of examples found in a training corpus annotated with XML tags. The
system learns how to reproduce such annotation via Information Extraction.
2.2.1 Annotation Model
The current version of the plugin is based on an annotation model that associates a
single instance of a particular concept with the content of the document.
Consequently, the data for a single instance can be generated as a result of the
annotation process. The background is that the IE-backend that is currently used
expects the training data in such a form that a tagged document relates to an instance.
However, this is likely to be changed in future versions of the plugin. Section 3 will
briefly describe possibilities to extend the annotation model.
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2.2.2 Scenario

Fig. 18:

Claims Report

To illustrate the functionality of OntoOffice® IE, we use a scenario based a claims
report for vehicle damages due to accidents. The description of relevant information
has not been completely formalized (e.g. using electronic forms with drop-downs etc.)
which gives people the freedom to use their own words and provide detailed
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information if they want. However, it is assumed that certain facts are given, such as
the place of the accident.
A further assumption is that a number of documents exists which have been filled in.
Making the contents of the reports available in terms of semantically enriched data
would result in several advantages:
§ report data could be queried e.g. for statistical analysis,
§ constraints on the data could be defined in a declarative way,
§ the formalizing process could be realized in an incremental fashion, keeping
links to the original document.
To achieve this goal, we
§ annotate a number of documents manually,
§ generate training data for the automatic annotation,
§ use semi-automatic annotations for the rest of the document
§ store the annotations and the instance data.
The next sections describe how this can be achieved using OntoOffice® IE. We
assume that a “mini ontology” modelling vehicle claims is available. We do not
further describe this ontology since it is rather simple.
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2.2.3 Preparing the Annotation Process

Fig. 19:

Starting OntoOffice® IE

OntoOffice® IE is started from within OntoStudio® by using the right mouse-button
on an ontology to open the context-menu and selecting the entry “Start OntoOffice
IE” as illustrated in figure 19. Afterwards a file-chooser is opened to select the MS
Word®-file we want to annotate. Figure 20 shows the loaded Plugin.
The plugin can also be started from within MS Word® and then be connected to an
ontology server instance instead of the OntoStudio®-environment. However, we’ll
not describe the procedure here.
The next step is the annotation of the document based on a concept of the ontology.
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Fig. 20:

Loaded OntoOffice® IE Plugin

2.2.4 Annotating a Document
Once the plugin is loaded, a concept has to be chosen using the “Select Concept”
drop-down (see figure 20). In our case we want to associate an instance of a
“VehicleDamageClaim” with the document. Once the concept is selected, its
properties are shown (see figure 21). We can now select the part of the text that
relates to a value for a certain property and then the property itself from the second
drop-down. Figure 22 shows this for the “weather-conditions”. Finally we have to
press the “Annotate”-Button.
OntoOffice® stores annotations in the document, using the SmartTag®-Technology
of MS Word®. Existing annotations are indicated as SmartTags (a thin dashed line
under the text and a SmartTag-“hover” as shown in figure 23). To save annotations,
the document itself needs to be saved.
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Fig. 21:

Selecting a concept for the annotation

Fig. 22:

Annotation of text
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Fig. 23:

Indication of an annotated text part

2.2.5 Generating Training Data
An annotated document can be used to provide training data for automatic
annotations. The process is quiet simple from a user’s perspective.
Currently this works only for the document as a whole. To start the training process,
we select the button
. OntoOffice® IE generates a tagged text-document out of the
contents of the Word-file and starts the training process of the IE-backend
(Amilcare/GATE) using the settings of the working directory. The latter is a subfolder
of the OntoOffice® delegator-plugin for OntoStudio (see section 2.2).
This starts the IE-backend in training mode in order to induce rules. The output of the
training process is a set of rules which allows reproducing the annotation on texts of a
similar type. It is stored in the working directory of the IE-backend.
2.2.6 Automatic Annotation Process
-button.
The automatic annotation of an open document can be started with the
OntoOffice® IE triggers the IE-backend with the extracted text of the document. The
result is displayed in the document-tab of the plugin.
2.2.7 Storing Instance Data
In order to store the saved annotations as instance data, we have to press the
button. The result can be viewed using the Navigator View in OntoStudion®. We
have to select the concept “VehicleDamageClaim” in the concept hierarchy and check
the instance view in the lower left.
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3

Discussion and Outlook

The components introduced in this document allow users with little expertise in
semantic technologies to enrich existing information resources with ontology-based
metadata. They show how wide-spread office tools such as MS Word® and MS
Excel® can be supported by semantic technologies in order to meet the requirements
of common IT infrastructures. The interoperability with the OntoStudio ontology
engineering workbench further increases the usability.
Within two simple scenarios it was shown how the components can be used in a
process for the enrichment of existing sources. The case of the spreadsheet containing
journal references is a typical example of a “personal knowledgebase” that is not
available for other users in a form they would need it (supporting structured queries).
This kind of knowledge base might contain valuable information for a large number
of people, e.g. if the owner is an expert of a particular domain who filters references
with significant relevance. The example shows how this kind of knowledge resource
can be accessed based on a shared knowledge model.
An alternative to the annotation process within the second scenario might be the direct
acquisition of semantic data, e.g. based on customized forms and controls. Supporting
the use of natural language provides a higher degree of flexibility. The tools for
annotation and information extraction offer a simple way to use the required
technology.
The current versions of the two components have strong limitations. While this kind
of end-user tool will always encapsulate great parts of the capabilities of the “backend
technology”, it has to cover a large part of use cases occurring in typical
organizations, probably leaving the more complicated cases to expert tools that
provide the full functionality (e.g. command-line tools). For the spreadsheet
annotation there is still room for extensions which make sense for non-expert users.
This includes for example merged cells in form of recurring headers. The evaluation
of possible patterns is currently in process. Version 2 of the spreadsheet annotation
will support more complex annotation schemas. The support for the annotation of
nested headers will always be limited, since the complexity of the annotation tool
itself should not exceed a certain limit.
The text-annotation with OntoOffice® IE in its current version (and the data transfer
as illustrated in figure 17) do currently not support multiple instances per document.
To overcome this limitation, the support for section-wise annotations is currently
evaluated. The latter might be especially useful for technical documents containing
information about a number of entities of a similar type. The most important
extension is the support for the OBIE IE system. As for the current IE system, the
goal will be to keep as much configuration details hidden as possible and encapsulate
background processes.
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Finally there will always be functional limitations for the kind of end-user tools
described in this document, due to the fact that complex tasks and concepts can be
encapsulated only to a certain degree if the complexity should not be reflected by the
user interface (which would contradict the motivation for those tools).
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